Electric Mobility in India
Automotive industry globally is at the cusp of a major transformation. Growing concerns for environment and
energy security clubbed with rapid advancements in technologies for powertrain electrification, increasing
digitalization, evolution of future technologies and innovative newer business models and ever-increasing
consumer expectations are transforming the automotive business.
One of the key facets of such a change is the rapid development in the field of electric mobility which might
transform the automotive industry like never before. With an ambition to be among the top 3 in automobile
manufacturing by 2026 (as per the Automotive Mission Plan 2016-2026), Indian auto industry needs to consider
an innovative and pragmatic approach to ride this transformation wave. E-mobility by far is the greatest
opportunity for the Indian industry to participate and emerge amongst the top in the globalized automotive world.

Advantage India

4th largest Automobile market in the
world

2nd largest Two-Wheeler
Vehicles market

5th largest Personal Vehicles
market

27th most attractive Luxury cars market
in the world

7th largest Commercial Vehicles
market

Historically, mobility and fossil fuels have been inextricably linked with electric vehicles being successful only in a
few niche markets. However, over the last decade, a collection of circumstances have conspired to create an
opening for electric mobility to enter the mass market. Those forces include:

The Indian Context
Opportunities

An infrastructure and consumer
transition that affords
opportunities to apply
technologies to leapfrog stages
of development

A universal culture that accepts
and promotes sharing of assets
and resources for the overall
common good

Abundance of exploitable
renewable energy resources

High availability of skilled
manpower and technology in
manufacturing and IT software

While India is operating in the same global context as other countries who have adopted an EV policy, it has a
unique mobility pattern which other countries do not share. While vehicle growth in India is rapid, ownership per
1000 population has increased from 53 in 2001 to 167 in 2015, a key difference between India and other
countries and the types of vehicles being used. India uses a large variety of motorized transport on roads and its
auto-segments are quite different from that of most of the world. Based on the last six years of sales data, the
vehicles on Indian roads are estimated to consist of:
In India, premium four wheelers (cars)
are only 2% of the total sales. However,
most advanced technologies are
available in this category in global
markets. In the near term, India should
foster early adoption of vehicles by
premium customers which will pave the
way for consumer comfort with
electrification, raise aspirations for
indigenous
products
and
make
advanced technology available in the
market. The presence of world-class
technology will help India build a worldclass
ecosystem
for
high-quality
component and subsystems usable for
all kinds of vehicles.
In the longer term, India should establish technological and manufacturing leadership in the economy segment of
the market. The prevalence in India of small vehicles such as two-wheelers, three-wheelers, economy fourwheelers and small goods vehicles is unique among large countries. These small vehicles require a unique set of
technological and industrial capabilities. Here, India has an opportunity to take a leadership role in the

electrification of small vehicles. India’s potential volumes for these vehicles as the nation grows, lays the
foundation for transformational manufacturing and industrial policy. That focusses on the development of
technological expertise and industrial capabilities in the production of small electric vehicles which can not only
meet domestic demand but can also place India in a position of global leadership. As other countries begin to look
at smaller vehicles with appropriate specifications, India can establish a position of leadership based on domestic
demand.
Beyond significant domestic demand for smaller vehicles, another aspect of the Indian mobility market is
supportive of electrification: its high level of sharing. Shared mobility in India has exploded, changing the way
India travels. Taxi aggregators such as Ola and Uber increased from 130 million rides in 2015 to 500 million rides
in 2016, leading radio taxis to account for 72% of the overall market. This high penetration of shared mobility in
India increases both vehicle utilisation, which plays to the economic advantages of EVs, and also creates natural
and large-scale purchases of EVs.
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